Prepositions of movement

2 I am flying_________
the world. I want to ____
many countries and ____
many people.

1 There’s a lot of __________
We’re walking carefully
______ the road.

3 I am cutting _____
______the line.It has to
be straight.

7 Oh
5 I’m logging _____
Amazon to buy ________.

yeah. I’m jumping
_________ the fence.

6 Brrrrrr…It’s

so ______.
I’m diving _____ the icy
water.
Prepositions
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4 She fell_____ the bicycle.
Then we ______________.

8 I’m

looking ____
the plane’s window
and it’s _________.

through across “out of”
along oﬀ up in under
into onto towards
over
past around at
9 Everyday

we walk ________this
big advertisement for Max&Co.

10 ________at that!
The sun is shining
right ___________
the clouds.

12 Hey
11 People

say it’s ______
but I’m always walking
________ ladders.

boy !Ok! He’s
running __________ ___.

13 This is so tough!
I am ___________ ____
a big cliff face.

14. Look here.
_______ here. I’m
pointing ________.

Match the prepositions to the pictures and then complete the sentences with your own ideas.
1 When I walk through a forest____________________________________________________________________________
2 I log onto __________________________________________________________________________________________
3 I walk past ________________________________________________________________________________________
4 I get out of bed ______________________________________________________________________________________
5 I want to travel around the world______________________________________________________________________
6 I get into a car______________________________________________________________________________________

1 There’s a lot of traffic. We’re walking carefully across the road.
2 I am flying around the world. I want to see many countries and meet many people.
3 I am cutting slowly cutting along the line. It has to be straight.
4 She fell off the bicycle. The we fell in love.
5 He is logging onto Amazon to buy some gifts
6 Brrrrrr…It’s so cold. I’m diving into the icy water.
7 Oh yeah. I’m jumping over the fence.
8 I’m looking out of the plane’s window and it’s wonderful.
9 Every day we walk past this big advertisement for Max&Co.
10 Look at that! The sun is shining right through the clouds.
11 People say it’s unlucky but I’m always walking under ladders.
12 Hey boy !Ok! He’s running towards us.
13 This is so tough. I am climbing up a big cliff face.
14. Look here. Over here. I’m pointing at it.

